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My creative work centers on the fractured self and the conflict of its existence. Humans

have the capacity to divide their thoughts and actions. This ability is at once necessary

and harmful. I struggle with the need to disconnect from certain thoughts and feelings;

however, I ultimately want to reassemble myself and become “whole.”

The idea of the fractured self has led me to work with video as a series. Each video is a

disassembled aspect of a larger entirety. Though intuitively I know when a series is

complete, I toil to properly assemble and present the series as a whole. I believe this

reflects my inability to comprehend the sum of myself (and existence in general).

Though I sense that universal order exists, I am too fractured to put it together.

Therefore, I work with what is apparent to me, crafting each video like a puzzle piece.

Sometimes the puzzle is clear, other times I am left with only pieces.

I believe the ability to fracture ourselves inadvertently causes us to repeat the same

patterns without ever noticing. Like a divided assembly line, working inefficiently

towards a forgotten goal, the divided mind gets trapped in unproductive processes. This

is why I am drawn to the loop. Not to say that loops are always harmful. I believe the

universe functions in a loop; however, it is a complex and integrated model relying on

smaller loops to form a larger all encompassing order. This again is central to my work,

trying to make sense of the cognitive dissidence, seeing reality as it is and accepting the

burden of discord.

Additionally, I am driven to communicate concisely. It is not enough to reassemble

myself. Whether it is hardwired to the human condition or a product of our

environment, I need to share my struggle with others. I believe communication is a

source of healing, however, humans can communicate in ways that surpass verbal

language. I crave to connect with others in an alternate perhaps more antiquated way,

and similarly stay mindful to senses perhaps severed by our modern lifestyles.

I say antiquated very carefully. I do not believe non-verbal communication is somehow

archaic. There is an evolutionary reason for the artist to exist and develop. It is only

logical that artistic sensibilities would continue to evolve, though perhaps ignored by
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the demand for reason. However, I do realize modern science has taken note of this.

Psychiatrist Nancy Andreason refers to this phenomenon in her book, The Creating

Brain. She discusses the lack of nurture provided the creative mind due to social stigmas

and pressures. In regards to being declared “gifted” as a young girl, Andreason

discusses the response of her parents:

On the one hand, they were proud of their precocious little daughter. On the other hand,

they were also socially conservative about the role of women. They wanted me to excel in

school and be the “teacher’s pet.” But they also thought this should lead to my becoming a

kindergarten teacher like my mom, or perhaps a dental hygienist or nurse if I wanted a

career in the health sciences. Above all they wanted me to find the right man (probably a

doctor), to marry him, and to have a family.

Certainly, as an artist, and a female artist I have felt the sting of social pressure. Artists

are not generally met with overwhelming enthusiasm. Furthermore, as a woman I have

been compelled to avoid emotion in my work, to somehow detach myself from the

negative stigma of the feminine.  I adopted male ideals of strength and a disdain for

anything “girly” or “emotional.” However, this assumption only helped reaffirm

stereotypes of feminine weakness.

Only recently have I begun to work intuitively, carefully relying on my senses. I am

beginning to embrace emotions evoked from personal experience; however, it is my

conscious effort to present all the complexities of emotion with dignity and value, not as

the gross caricature so often represented in our culture. I believe emotion has long been

degraded, especially in the light of reason. I do not believe reason is a more evolved

brain function and furthermore, I find the demeaning of emotion a patriarchal notion

aimed to undervalue women.

Contemporary research into the brain has helped shed light on this subject. I find brain

science quite fascinating. Neurologists now have “a clear view of how reason and

emotions interact to produce our decisions, our beliefs, [and] our plans for action.” The

Cartesian model simply no longer holds up. However, where science avails, social
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stereotypes persist. The responsibility then falls on the artist to aide the scientific cause,

to help breakdown common ideas that stifle the progress of humanity.

Whenever I feel overwhelmed by this burden I find solace in nature, spending a few

days camping to collect my thoughts and to accept the artistic challenges I must face.

Amongst the stillness there is great opportunity to look inward. Without the

distractions of modern civilization it is easier to quiet the noise in my head, to reflect

upon my life and purpose.

It is rather ironic that I am never far from a cell phone or camera. I am no Robinson

Caruso; I cannot retreat into an idyllic daydream and escape societal pressures. The

world continues to move forward, and though I retreat from time to time, I can only

influence society by taking an active role in it.

Aside from reprieve, there is also much inspiration to be found tucked away from urban

‘noise.’ Alone in the woods, my senses are heightened. I enjoy the peace and quiet, but I

am also much more vulnerable, I am likely to react to the slightest of disturbances. I try

to process this “natural state” and apply it to my artwork.

My love of nature is also nostalgic. As a child, I would trespass into abandoned orange

groves surrounding my neighborhood. I would climb up trees and try to talk to them. I

realize trees cannot talk, however, there is wisdom in their age. I wonder what they

have witnessed. This exemplifies another driving component to my artwork: curiosity. I

am determined to pick apart and understand the challenges I meet. Whether I am

battling social stigmas or taking apart a DVD player, it all starts with a natural need to

understand.

Despite using technology to manipulate video, I consider myself a realist. My work

depicts existence as I see it, and my place within existence. I want my environment to

match the expression on my face. While the spaces I create are often serene, there is an

element of the unknown. They are beautiful but… I want to present an eerie dreamlike

quality, the air foggy and thick, everything is real yet not real, more so like a memory
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that has faded over time but still holding valuable information. Color is absolutely

essential to my process. I lean towards blues and greens, which represent the natural

world along with complex emotions.

I find video a wonderful medium to achieve my spaces. Amongst repetitive cycles,

leading to near hypnotic trances, the unexpected can disrupt the screen. These bursts

are not necessarily moments of fear and panic, but moments of enlightenment, of

bridging gaps, of peeking into a larger order.

It is larger universal order that guides the moral quality of my work. A puzzle piece is

incapable of assembling the puzzle it belongs to, but perhaps (if it were conscious) it

could examine itself and realize that it is indeed simply apiece to something grander.

This guides all aspects of my work. Upon examination of ourselves, we realize we are

not complete. This is perhaps because we are conscious puzzle pieces.

I am often occupied with the modern notions and lifestyles that lead us away from our

senses. Our culture strips away self-awareness and substitutes a destructive sense of

self-consciousness. I want to stay focused to how society controls and further fractures

our minds. This is an essential part of my work. I want to reverse the negative effects of

our over-stimulated lifestyles, firstly to heal myself so that I am then able to help others.

During periods of extensive creativity, I am often abruptly disturbed from the

tranquility of sleep. I am brought to consciousness by a voice, simply reminding me that

I must someday die. Whether this voice is something ethereal or simply an unconscious

thought breaking forth into consciousness with extreme force, I do not know. However,

anyone who has experienced this acute awareness of mortality will justify the need to

fracture one’s mind.

It is through art that I find peace and beauty in existence. Otherwise, I am prone to

believe experience is futile. If art has no point, then nothing has a point. If there is an

order to death then there is a beauty as well. It is through art that I am able to abandon
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immature notions of eternal life and embrace death and aging. Certainly there is a

benefit to aging, the wisdom and experience learned. There is also a benefit to death,

even if it is simply to make room for new life.

I live with the strain that I am not only fractured, but also limit. I am a shell of blood

and bones, within a shell of oxygen and hydrogen, which is a speck in the caverns of our

universe. I try my best to remain humble to the fact; my service to the universe is highly

minute.

Over the years I have been influenced by countless artists, including Goya who

faithfully argued his work captured reality, in light of public criticism. Goya was more

interested in personal reality, his view of the world. As the first true modernist, he

paved the way for future artist to share their internal perspective reflected upon our

external universe.

However, even the artist must be careful of their personal view. I constantly question

the influence of illusion and the influence of reality, but more importantly, struggle to

recognize the difference. Personally, I refer to the two as superstition (illusion offering

no progress) and faith (reality which indeed offers help). I also question the influence of

modern developments, including speech, and how they affect our personal view of the

world. This led me to the work of Gary Hill.

As a pioneer of video art, working with nonlinear, often poetic, narrative, he takes full

advantage of the video medium. It would be difficult for any artist working with video

to not acknowledge his contributions to the medium. Furthermore, Hill’s work often

deals with themes similar to mine, such as the need to break away from linear story

telling in spite of the “plumb line” created by death, what Hill calls the “inescapable

linear narrative.”

Hill believes perception can be disorienting, therefore; he is concerned with

deconstructing the image. In my work, I often play with the comfort and expectation of

an image. Like Hill, who aims to agitate the human gaze, I try to gain my viewer’s trust
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then suddenly break it. However, I do this lovingly, in order to convey that reality is

more complex than what we perceive.

While Hill’s work is carefully calculated, there is an underlying element of chance.

Video is time-based. There is no guarantee that the viewer will commit the amount of

time necessary to watch the work in its entirety. Granted, all artists deal with viewer

commitment in some form or another, however, it is key in video work. This central

issue may be due to the effects of TV media on the individual and his or her expectations

of video. Often we fall prey to disjunction in media as it exploits a disjunction in our

own sensory experience.

Besides being a contemporary, Gary Hill serves to me as a mentor, his work a source of

inspiration and solace. It is comforting to know other artists struggle with the same

themes, themes that we are subject to but which have no resolution. Even if this comfort

is merely a device to make the present worth inhabiting, it pushes me onward. Where

answers lack, understanding brings great consolation. Regardless of all our modern

innovations, we still face the same hardships and emotional struggles that have

burdened humanity since the dawn of time.  We do not know where we came from, what

we are doing here, or why we eventually leave. This inescapable reality seems to be

eased by acceptance and openness along with the openness of others.

Finally, I aspire to achieve the integral relationship Hill’s work maintains with space.

When work enters the boundaries of its surroundings, it then becomes an experience

rather than an object. However, the boundaries aren’t limited to physical space, they can

also be the artist’s manipulation of perception.

I became obsessed with the ‘fractured self’ in early 2007 when I began to experience

recurrent vivid dreams. I would wakeup feeling as if I had been tossed about by ocean

waves. However, the memory of the dreams faded very quickly. Voices and faces became

a blur.  I couldn’t help but feel as if someone was telling me something, but with waking

consciousness came the emptiness from knowing I had forgotten.
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Left dazed, I felt disconnected from physical reality. However, in making an effort to

reconnect and focus on reality and the present, I felt removed from another reality: the

reality of the universe and its larger framework, the emerging pattern I am inside of.

Humans have this wonderful talent for picking out patterns. It sets us apart from our

machines and artificial intelligence. However, our ability to determine a pattern depends

on our perspective. We cannot identify a pattern from inside of it. I sensed that my

dreams were revealing to me this larger framework from inside the framework.

This is how I became interested in Carl Jung’s theory of synchronicity. The existence of

synchronous events (meaningful coincidences) not only reaffirms universal order, but

also our place in it.  It is a chance to see what we are normally not privy to, a glimpse

into knowledge beyond human comprehension. However, like my dreams, it is only

that-- a glimpse-- a subtle feeling that something is happening outside our scope of

awareness.

Throughout the school year of 2006 I kept a small sketchbook. Skimming through it

now, I am startled by the images: sketchy distorted faces, entrail-like mazes, red eyes

pierces from the pages. Stranger still is the way I drew, the erratic stroke of the pen no

longer akin to the thick smooth lines I was known for.

Though at the time I did not feel particularly depressed or disturbed, my drawings

revealed something I was not aware of. My dreams and drawings were processing

information my conscious mind could not currently foster. Rather than become

incapacitated by depression, my mind devised a way to deal with conflict while allowing

me to press onward.

There in lies the strange disconnect between mind and matter. My thoughts were

telling me one thing, my sketches another. It is amazing how we can detach ourselves

from reality and fragment our mind. From an evolutionary standpoint it make sense,

however, within the pattern of everyday existence lies the ability to sever our senses

and propel the influence of illusion.  I believe the rules of reason often disguise illusion.
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What the cortex believes is reasonable, the nether regions of the mind recognize as

illusion and vice-versa.

Though normally an avid planner relying on formal narrative, in early 2007 I decided to

push aside reason and work intuitively. Certainly I started with a notion, but I wanted

to capture mood and sense, not words and sentences. Disillusioned by clarity, I felt

compelled to explore the (often unappreciated) ambiguous aspects of life. This was more

than an artistic endeavor; it was a chance to make peace with the dissidence in my

thoughts and existence. The old system was not working; I needed a new system to

break forth. This is how I came to realize all my past experience with video and

technology could be used to create art.

I started working with video as a teen in the early nineties. Although my sensibilities

have always leaned towards the arts, it was my intention to use this video knowledge in

a commercial environment.  In 2003 I obtained my BFA in animation, and though I did

have a deep interest in art and its history, it never occurred to me to become a

professional artist.

I found myself naturally adept to video editing software, my use of color and space

translated from my animation experience. Today I constantly apply all the principles of

animation to my live action work. There are 30 video frames in a second; it takes a

certain type of patience to craft each frame into a work of art.

I find my studio a quiet retreat where I can focus on the process of creation. There is a

meditative gratification to creating artwork. However, there is little success to creation

if I am confined to solitude. A finished artwork is my link back to civilization, I want to

show my work to other, interact and share ideas. I believe art is essential and relevant to

society and that it can open avenues for change and progress.

I continue to create and evolve; the universe leaves me with no other choice. My time is

limited; the world will continue to move, with or without my consent. I want art to be

powerful again and I want to impel its power. For years I struggled to embrace my
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identity as an artist, burdened by stereotypes and the pressure for “stability.” However,

the longer I live, the more I realize there is nothing else I could be. Art is my strength,

and just because society deems it unnecessary does not make it so. I am an artist and

nothing can change that, it is my time to accept the responsibilities that come with its

ownership.
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